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Lean Consultant reporting directly to Business Owners, Presidents, CEO's, COO's and 
CFO's with a proven track record of effectively applying Lean principles to a large 
variety of work environments including production lines, engineering, administration,
accounting and sales in multiple industries.

EXPERIENCE

Lean Consultant
ABC Corporation - 2005 – 2005

 Brought in to lead the organization through a Lean Manufacturing 
transformation.

 Started by developing a solid foundation of basic manufacturing 
principles, applying Lean techniques to supporting departments, then 
moving on to the highest priority product lines.

 Increased line uptime by 3 hours per day by cross-training line 
personnel to allow for break and lunch relief.

 Reduced average downtime from 11.5 hours to 2.5 hours to perform a
product change.

 Did so while improving line clearing effectiveness through an ongoing 
SMED event, utilizing Video Analysis, Visual Management, 
Externalization and Workflow Design.

 Initiative resulted in an increase of $90,000 in revenue per month on 
the pilot line.

 Eliminated downtime due to insufficient repair parts by developing a 
KANBAN program for the spare parts inventory, Redesigned the Label 
Cage floor-plan and workstations using Spaghetti Diagram Analysis to
eliminate wasted motion, improve output efficiency and accuracy.

Lean Consultant 
Delta Corporation - 2003 – 2005

 Trained clients teams; facilitated successful Kaizen workshops 
including Transactional / Manufacturing processes; and established 
Operation.

 Trained clients teams; facilitated successful Kaizen workshops and 
established Operation Excellence in the clients plant and offices 
realizing.

 Used Lean Training, facilitation, Kaizen workshops, Transactional / 
Manufacturing processes, Operation Excellence, customer focus.

 Serving as Project Manager and Liaison between company owner, 
product design team and contract manufacturer.

 Optimized process while maintaining proprietary design steps.
 Developed time studies for all processes to determine outsource 
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billing for contract manufacturer.
 Designed and developed Standard Work Instructions and process 

maps for multiple contracted work services.

EDUCATION

 Lean Manufacturing Certification

SKILLS

Planning Skills, Researching Skills, Consultant.
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